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SULLIVAN’S ISLAND

TRUE TO FORM
A South Carolina retreat is
designed to meld modern and
historic beach house design

The dining room is painted
All White by Farrow & Ball.
The cypress table is custom
crafted by Kistler Design
Co. The light fxture is by
Lindsey Adelman.
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The kitchen is painted
All White by Farrow
& Ball. The backsplash
tile is by Sonoma Tile.
The bistro stools are
by TK Collections.

New York City family
began searching for a vacation retreat,
they knew just where to look. In college,
the wife had discovered Sullivan’s
Island—an historic beach town just
outside of Charleston, South Carolina—
and was bewitched by its leisurely pace
and unencumbered views. She and her
husband found a narrow oceanfront lot,
and hired Charleston architect Beau
Clowney to turn the property’s slim
proportions into an opportunity for a
WH E N A YO U N G
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distinctive twist on classic coastal design.
When viewed from the street, the
house’s modest facade evokes historic
cottages on the island. The beachfacing side is more modern, with a
top-foor kitchen, living, and dining
space overlooking lawns, dunes, and
the Atlantic. Inside, interior designer
Jenny Keenan layered old and new to
make the house “livable and timeless.”
Here’s how they created a beach escape
that’s as stylish as it is comfortable.

1

Put your guests at ease.
Because the couple wanted a home
that could accommodate frequent
visitors, Clowney designed the open-plan
kitchen for ease of entertaining. Keenan
reinforced the aesthetic by opting for
open shelving. Vintage gymnasium lights
were rewired and strung on rope for
industrial eclecticism above the island. ➤
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The sofa is by
Verellen, upholstered
in Kathryn M. Ireland
fabric. The surf
painting is by Isca
Greenfeld-Sanders.

2

Mix things up.
The living room is flled with a mix of collected items: a vintage dhurrie atop a sea
grass rug, a pair of Hans Wegner chairs,
and a vibrant surf painting. The marble freplace surround “has an elegant feel to it,”
says Keenan, “but it’s not polished, so it pairs
well with the beachy shiplap walls.” ➤

A ground-foor entertaining
area and double screened
porches face the ocean.
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The bunk curtain
fabric is by Manuel
Canovas. The chevron
foor treatment is by
Suzanne Allen Studio.
The rope pulls are
from Anthropologie.

The walls are painted
Elephant’s Breath by
Farrow & Ball. The
headboard fabric is by
English Home.

3

Make it cozy.
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4

In the master bedroom, Clowney

Choose materials
that last.

and Keenan emphasized comfort

Wall-to-wall built-ins make the

over square footage and kept

bunk room a favorite destination

the palette serene. The pine

for guests. To ensure the space

ceiling was painted a driftwood

holds up to frequent use, the

fnish, and gray paneling adds

designer chose a durable outdoor

warmth and architectural interest.

fabric for the bunk curtains, while

The headboard’s geometric

a bold, hand-painted foor keeps

pattern lends a modern design

things playful. n For more infor-

element to the room.

mation, see Sources, page 107.

